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\ '.. IDLE JE! (Idle mixture)

cc .ize
1000 40
2000 55
3000 70
(One .ize richer for
.iaa••e port.)
Idle .hould be correct with
idle .crew t-1 turn out
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OOFu055..,DON'T BUG ME WITH THE FACTS, MAN

There have been volumes and volume. of material written on Weber
carburators and, though much of it is theory that doesn't concern even
the .eriou. enthueiast, a lot of it is really of a practical nature and
nece.aary if we are to tear into the little beauties with modification.
1n mind. Included in the Lotua/West tech article. are a detailed tune-
up procedure and an excellent setting-up article. BAP/GEON'a"A Guide
to Ttlning" and Weber'. "Technical Introduction" to their master catalog
are a180 very good. Unfortunately, there is SO much aaterial that the
beginning tuner spends six houre of reading for every hour on the carbs.
Thi. article i. designed to be an ultra-condensed veraion of all of this
material and i. intended to give ba8tc ballpark settings for the most
co.monly changed internal component. of the Weber. It should work for
the per.on converting the Elite to Weber. a. well aa the Elan owner who
juat wanta to go up one choke B~~llb¥tm~,~~t aure what 1t will do to
diaturb hi. jetting. A $4.95/from fo~u. Central wa. an invaluable aid ~
tuning tor thi. author after the chae8i. dyno people .aid the Lotu. 7
wa. too low for their roller.. Anyway, here it 1. for the tolka who don't
want to be burdoned with the facta, but ju.t want the num'Jer.. Bear in
.in4 that enlarging anything that pa••e. air through the Weber will lean
the mixture and enlarging anything that paaae. fuel richena the mixture.

){AIN JE'l' (~ixture strength)
Baaically 4x choke size or for
choke change. 5x choke size-:Change
AIR CORRECTOR JET (Top end
mixture)

IDLB"AIR CORRECTOR (Idle tran:dtion)
Main jet aiae +60
Racing - same a. main jet size
(One .ize main jet change is
equivalent to three .ize8 air
corrector change i.e. +5 main
jet. -15 air corrector jet)

Rai.e 1dle }OO RPM above normal
and correct mixture with mixture
Dcre.to determine whether to
rlohen or lean out 1d1e air jet
CHOKE TUBE 4 Cyl (Power)

EllULSIOlfTUBE (J4i~ture cUrTe)

(..10001600
2000
(Siame.e

Lean low end - F2, 3. 11, 14. 15 t

16
Rich low end - F1, 8

28
33
}5

port.
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